Property Chairman
Clarence Shively
18115 Fifth Road
Plymouth, IN 46563
PH: 574-936-9495

RICE LODGE
- sleeping capacity is 16
- wood stove for heat
- bottle gas hook up to range for cooking
- well is usable all year
INSTRUCTIONS

1. Fill out reservation form completely
2. Completed reservation form and fees must be received by the LaSalle Council Scout Center 14 days in advance of the scheduled date of arrival
3. Fees are transferable but NOT REFUNDABLE
4. Cancellations must be made 24 hours in advance
5. Well water available during winter season – ten to fifteen slow/steady pumps to prime the pump
6. Units are responsible for cleaning, and for any damage of the rented facilities
7. TRASH IN – TRASH OUT
8. No alcoholic beverages allowed
9. Units are to clean privy and lodge before departure
10. All Boy Scouts of America policies are in effect
11. The honor system applies at all times
12. All facility wired for generator hook-up, please provide your own generator.
13. Quite hours are from 10:00 pm -7:00 am
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